Abstract
Introduction
The architecture of a Web search engine is composed of a crawler which is in charge of retrieving from the Web and storing the documents to be indexed, an indexer that builds an index data structure necessary to reduce the response time to user queries, and the search engine itself which performs query processing upon the index structure to present the users with the top-K documents per query. A crawler is composed of a scheduler that decides which documents are to be retrieved first from the Web, and a large set of socalled robots which make http connections to Web servers to obtain the documents. The scheduler maintains an URLs priority queue to determine the order in which documents are retrieved from the Web. Priority is defined by a composition of various importance metrics for Web sites.
Current search engines perform centralized crawling using a number of clusters composed of several thousand processors organized to focus on different segments of the Web. These systems are fully asynchronous and their large sizes are explained by the huge size and highly dynamic nature of the Web and the requirement of retrieving web documents in the least possible time. Retrieving a given document i from a web site takes a latency time ℓ i and a transfer time t i (d) proportional to the document length d where both values ℓ i and t i (d) are comparatively large with respect to the efficiency of the cluster processors, inter-processors communication network, and the bandwidth from the data center to the WWW. That is, connection and document retrieval time is affected by the large latencies of the Internet and therefore the available bandwidth can only be exploited by increasing the number of concurrent robots. This in turn is possible by executing a large number of asynchronous threads running on an also large number of processors. Thus at any time these robots are at different stages of execution and the whole system operates at a certain rate of finished documents per unit time (throughput).
After a document has been downloaded a number of operations takes place on it. The main ones are extraction of links, text and relevant terms, together with collection of information for ranking and indexing purposes. The particular details are out of the scope of this paper as they depend on the method of crawling and indexing/ranking used by the search engine. The relevant fact for this paper is that the fully asynchronous activity of robots generates a constant stream of operations that compete for the use of resources such as processors, inter-processors communication hardware and disk arrays. The arrival time of these on-line jobs and the amount of work demanded on the resources are in general unpredictable.
Current cluster realizations of crawlers are implemented using the message passing approach to parallel computing. Robots are implemented using threads and communication is effected by point-to-point individual messages among processors. For example a typical scheme is to have a pair (scheduler, set of robots) in each processor and distribute links or pointers to document uniformly at random by using MD5 hashing on their URLs. A communication action is triggered by a robot when it discovers URLs that MD5 maps to other processors. An excellent discussion on parallel asynchronous crawlers can be found in [6] and in the references there mentioned. More recent work on parallel crawlers can be found in [5, 3, 7, 8, 9] .
To the best of our knowledge, the efficient parallel orga-nization of the stream of operations generated by the robots onto the cluster processors has not been studied so far. In this paper we propose to apply the round-robin principle to these operations. We refer to the classic round-robin strategy for dealing with a set of jobs competing to receive service from a processor. In this case every job is given the same quantum of CPU so that jobs requiring large amounts of processing cannot monopolize the use of the CPU. This scheme can be seen as bulk-synchronous in the sense that jobs are allowed to perform a fixed set of operations during their quantum. In our setting we define quanta in computation, disk accesses and communication for the operations generated by the fully asynchronous robots.
We employ bulk-synchronous parallelism (BSP) [10] to implement the crawler along with a scheme for doing thread administration that avoids using costly concurrency control mechanisms such as locks. The contributions of this paper are the following.
In section 2 we propose a multi-threaded crawler which is able to schedule a large number of fully asynchronous tasks and yet it uses bulk-synchronous parallelism to control the overall access to critical resources such as the interprocessors communication hardware and disk drives. This includes strategies for fetching, parsing, and indexing web pages in an on-line manner. Support for concurrency control comes for free by ways of the bulk-synchronous organization of these processes. We also propose an algorithm to adaptively control the degree of autonomy allowed in the processors so that the error introduced by missing web pages ranking information is kept below a given threshold value. The crawler uses distribution by sites onto processors and the algorithm allows the crawler to properly exploit the available locality in the Web graph.
In section 3 we use samples from a real 2.5 millions documents crawl of the Web at a small country level to evaluate the performance of the crawler using 4, 8, 16 and 32 processors to evaluate scalability. The sample and number of processors used for experimentation represent, say, a 1/1000 scale of a real crawling. However, the ratio size of the Web sample to number of processors is sufficient to draw general conclusions since it is similar to the ratio found in production systems dedicated to specific segments of the Web. We also effect the evaluation under a very demanding case for parallel crawling by using a strongly sequential policy to rank the URLs to be retrieved first. We refer to the OPIC ordering strategy for URLs [1] . Thus this paper also provides a comprehensive study of parallel crawling using the URL site distribution onto processors and OPIC ordering. The OPIC strategy has been shown to outperform other state-ofart crawling strategies [2] . Section 4 presents concluding remarks. 
Bulk-Synchronous Crawler
In figure 1 we show the main components for a search engine devised to accept on-line documents from the crawler. Documents are entered by a broker machine which also serves queries arriving from users. The inverted file is an index data structure used to speed up the solution to user queries. This data structure contains pointers to the documents. The search machine executes a concurrency control protocol in order to ensure causality of read/write operations onto the index and text database. The system ensures causality in the sense that a query arriving before a given document to the broker machine, this document is not considered in the answer to the query. Applications of this system are on commerce trading and news services.
The cluster has P processors where each one maintains a priority queue storing the URLs of the web-sites assigned to the respective processor. Each URL is assigned a priority value which is dependent on the application (in our experiments we use OPIC). Each processor maintains a scheduler and r robots. The main thread in each processor executes the tasks of the scheduler and there exist r additional threads for executing the robots (one thread per robot).
The process of crawling works in cycles composed of three main steps:
1. Each scheduler performs r operations extract-min on its priority queue to obtain the r URLs with the highest priority and assign them to the r robots.
2. Each robot downloads the document associated with the URL and may buffer new URLs obtained from the links in the document.
3. Once a sufficient number of robots have finished their tasks, each processor performs an insert operation onto its priority queue to insert the URLs stored in the buffer. This for the URLs belonging to the web sites assigned to the processor. The URLs that belongs to sites assigned to other processors are packed together into a single message for each processor and sent to their respective destinations.
All processors are treated as a bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) computer [10] . In BSP the parallel computation is organized as a sequence of supersteps. During a superstep, the processors may perform computations on local data and/or send messages to other processors. The messages are available for processing at their destinations by the next superstep, and each superstep is ended with the barrier synchronization of the processors. The underlying communication library ensures that all messages are available at their destinations before starting the next superstep.
The main thread of the crawler performs an infinite loop where in each cycle it executes a sequence of operations given by the functions receiveMessages(), run(), sendMessages() and bsp sync() which indicates the synchronization point and delivery of messages. The function run() is in charge of processing all messages. In particular messages sent to the main thread by the robots. Upon reception of a message of type "URL Retrieval" a new URL is extracted from the priority queue and the URL is assigned to an idle robot. Synchronization in this case is made by POSIX pthread variables and functions. When the run() function does not find idle robots it places the operation in a pending jobs queue. Robots that finish current jobs get new ones from this queue or if the queue is empty they sleep themselves on condition variables. Processing a document involves mainly performing a parsing to extract links to other documents which can produce messages to other processors, extract and store the text and document ranking information for the searcher module. Messages are sent to the main thread and the main thread of other processors to update the respective URLs priority queues.
The robots store the documents in their respective processors. Each processor maintains an inverted file for the co-resident documents. The inverted file is composed of a vocabulary table and a set of posting lists. The vocabulary table contains the set of relevant terms found in the collection. Each of these terms is associated with a posting list which contains the document identifiers where the term appears in the collection along with additional data used for ranking purposes. To solve a query, it is necessary to get the set of documents ids associated with the query terms and then perform a ranking of these documents so as to select the top K documents as the query answer.
The parallel processing of queries is basically composed of a phase in which it is necessary to fetch parts of all of the posting lists associated with each term present in the query, and perform a ranking of documents in order to produce the results. After this, additional processing is required to produce the answer to the user. At the parallel server side, queries arrive from a receptionist machine that we call the broker. The broker machine is in charge of routing the queries to the cluster processors and receiving the respective answers.
Once the crawler has finished the parsing of a document it sends a message to the broker so that it can include the document in the inverted file in an on-line manner to process it together with the user queries. R/W conflicts can be easily avoided because the semantics of supersteps ensures that all messages are in their target processors at the start of each superstep. That is, no messages are in transit at that instant and all the processors are barrier synchronized. Thus if the broker assigns a correlative timestamp to every query and document that it sends to the search engine processors, then it suffices to process all messages in timestamp order in each processor to avoid R/W conflicts. To this end, every processor maintains its input message queue organized as a priority queue with keys given by id query integer values (timestamps).
The crawler must be able to automatically determine the number R of documents that are allowed to be downloaded before sending messages containing URLs to other processors. The average value of R can be determined from previous crawls of the same Web as follows. The downloaded sample can be represented as a graph where nodes are documents and arcs are the web page links. For the nodes we determine the pageRank value using the standard iterative algorithm [4] (see discussion in the next section). A priority queue Q is created using the pageRank values of nodes as priority values. The algorithm perform the following steps, 1. Set superstep counter S= 0, set array of counters for downloaded nodes C[i]= 0 for each processor i, and set set W to empty.
2. Get next node n from the priority queue Q. 6. Repeat from step 2 until Q becomes empty.
The tolerance β indicates the number of messages that are retained in each processor before sending the URLs to the respective processors. This parameter can be set by performing a binary search through several executions of the algorithm with increasing values of β. The largest β will be the value that keeps the average error below a threshold value. The error in each superstep is computed as the ratio of the number of nodes that were extracted from Q and are stored in W to the actual number of nodes (documents ids) extracted from Q. The value of R is calculated as max{C}/S. The cost of this algorithms is similar to the cost of the pageRank algorithm. Search engines use the pageRank value of document to process queries. The round-robin strategy is applied as follows. Assuming that the robots generate a work-load of D new documents per unit time a data structure keeps the current state of each of the documents being processed. Documents enter a pipelining in which their processing is composed of several parts. In each superstep a new part is processed and large documents can require several supersteps to be completely processed. The pipeline maintains an average of D documents being processed. Every time the processing of a document is finished a new one is included in the pipelining. In this way small documents can be quickly included into the answers to user queries submitted to the search engine.
Experimental Results
For each document (web page) of the Web sample we have the value of its global pageRank [4] . This is a measure of the relative importance of the document with respect to all other documents in the sample. The efficiency goal of the crawler is to retrieve the documents with the highest pageRank first. However, the pageRank value of a document is unknown during the crawling as it has to be calculated considering the whole collection of documents. Instead crawlers use heuristics to increase the probability of retrieving the best documents in terms of pageRank. A well-known heuristic is the so-called OPIC (On-line Page Importance Computation) [1] . In OPIC, the documents are given priority values as follows. The OPIC value of a given document i is given by
where k are the documents that points to document i and outDegree(k) is the number of documents pointed to by document k.
Initially the home pages are given OPIC values 1.0, and these values are spread out to all descendant documents. A given document can receive OPIC contributions from several pages which can belong to many other sites located in different processors.
An approach to measure how effective is a crawler to retrieve Web pages (documents) is to consider at the end of the crawling the cumulative sum of the global pageRank of the documents in the order that they were retrieved from the Web. For this case we define the "optimal" sequence of documents performed by a crawler that knows from the beginning the global pageRank of every document and uses this value as the priority value for organizing its URL queue.
Evaluating site distribution
In this case, we are interested in evaluating how far in terms of the cumulative pageRank metric can be the parallel crawler from a sequential one that maintains a single URL priority queue which is updated on a document by document basis. The bulk-synchronous parallel crawler is compelled to work with batches of R URLs to be able to generate an average rate of D new downloaded documents with R ≫ D. Thus while robots in each processor are downloading documents many priority updates can be missed for URLs stored in other processors. In the following experiments we artificially increment the rate R of URLs downloaded per superstep. Figure 2 presents results for the cumulative pageRank using a batch of size R= 120,000 Web pages by using P = 1, 4, 8 16 y 32 processors. The X-axis shows 2 millions documents, point in which the cumulative pageRank reaches a value of 0.7. The figure shows that even for this huge R (compared to the size of the Web sample) the sites distributions strategy loses few precision with respect to the cumulative pageRank. For instance, for P = 32 the parallel crawler loses about 10% in comparison to the sequential crawler (namely crawling using one processor). Precision is lost because it takes longer for each processor to receive new URLs and in-queue URL priority updates from other processors. However, for the first 40,000 pages the parallel crawling using P = 32 is able to retrieve better pageRank pages than the sequential crawler. This shows that OPIC is not a good estimator for the pages at the upper levels of the Web graph (pages closer to the home pages).
This can be seen in the following figures 3.a and 3.b where we show details of what happens in the first 900,000 pages both for the case R= 120,000 and a value ten times smaller, namely R= 12,000. The results show that for P = 32 and R= 12,000 the parallel crawler is more effective than the sequential one in terms of the cumulative global pageRank.
In figure 4 we show results that indicate the efficiency of the parallel crawler for the cases R= 12,000 and P = 4, 8, 16 and 32. The curve labeled as "locality" shows the average over all processors of the expression 1 − A/B where A is the number of messages with insert/update URL operations coming from other processors and B the number of URLs inserted/updated locally by the processor. The results shows that the approach of distributing the crawling by web sites achieves over 90% locality.
In the same figure, the curve labeled "balance" shows the efficiency of the work performed by the processors, a measure determined by the ratio X/Y where X is the average over all processors of downloaded pages at the end of the crawling and Y is the maximum observed in the processors. The results shows that the efficiency decreases significantly for 32 processors. However, this is not enough to degrade running time. The curve labeled "time" shows normalized running time values (the actual running times are divided by the running time achieved with 4 processors).
These results show that the running time decreases as 1/P + 0.23 when P increases. The constant factor is due to the fact that in the last part of the crawling a few processors remain working on sites with large number of pages. This explains the observed imbalance. During the first supersteps this process is perfectly balanced because each processor retrieves R/P pages per superstep. Figure 5 shows this situation for R= 12,000. The figure shows the total number of retrieved documents by adding over all processors for P = 4, 8, 16 and 32. Every point is the average of 10 supersteps. Figure 6 shows for each superstep the total number of "failures" that occurred by adding over all processors and taking average every 10 supersteps with R= 12,000 and P = 4, 8, 16 and 32 processors. We define "failures" as the number of times in which a processor receives a message asking to update an URL priority value for a document and the document has already been retrieved by the respective robot. Such a message can only increase the priority of the document and thereby this does not necessarily implies an error in the sequence of retrieved documents with respect to the sequential crawler. However, the timely arrival of such message could have put the document above other docu- ments that were retrieved before it. The results show that the number of failures is larger for larger P values at earlier supersteps. This is because for smaller P values the processors keep a larger number of sites. Nevertheless figure 7 shows that failures are much more frequent in sequential crawling. That is, failures caused for messages from other processors are below 10% of the failures caused by URL updates belonging to co-resident sites.
The amount of available parallelism for robots can be huge which ensures a constant stream of R documents per unit time onto the bulk-synchronous crawler. In the following we show results which indicate that the number of documents that can be downloaded between two intervals of cumulative pageRank can be significantly large. These documents can be downloaded in any order since they do not affect the pageRank sum at the end of the interval. Figure 8 shows the number of documents (y-axis in log scale) downloaded by the sequential crawler between intervals (x-axis) of cumulative pageRank for different values for the inter- 
Predicting parallelism
From a Web sample crawled just before the current crawling it is possible to predict the size R of the batch of documents that can be downloaded asynchronously. In figure 9 we show results for the prediction algorithm proposed in section 2 for tolerances of 1,000 to 10,000 messages per processor for P = 4 and 32. These results were obtained for an error below %5 and show predictions fairly similar to the values set manually in the previous experiments. In particular, the average values for tolerance of 1,000 (which leads to errors quite below %1) are similar to the values R/P used in those experiments. 
Evaluating document rate
In figure 10 we show the time distribution in seconds for the time required to download a web page using the Internet bandwidth available from the cluster where we run our crawling experiments. Typical times are 5 or 6 seconds for page which is high since we used the wget program to download web pages pointed to by the URLs stored in the priority queues in each processor. The figure does not show times beyond the 20 seconds which represent a fraction of about 4% of the frequencies. We observed times larger than 100 seconds in many cases. This means that some fraction of robots will spend a comparatively large time downloading determined documents.
In table 1 we show results taking the average of measures calculated every 10,000 downloaded documents (all values are rounded to next integer). Columns P and R show the number of processors and active robots in each processor respectively. Column R * shows the effective average number of robots downloading documents during every interval of 10,000 downloads. This means that about 10% of robots are engaged in downloads that take a time larger than the interval of measurement. The column Rate shows the average rate of downloaded documents per second per processor inserted in the BSP pipelining. Column Rate * shows the rate of documents per second considering all processors. These results show that for a sufficiently large number of robots operating at a point in which no bandwith saturation is achieved it is possible to generate a large rate of documents per second. Finally column nq shows the average number of documents queuing up to get into the BSP pipelining. In this case we do little processing for each document and no communication among processors is performed because we assume a search engine organized upon a document partitioned inverted index. For a system with more demaning processing per document it could be necessary to reduce the number of asynchronous robots per processor in order to avoid nq growing in an uncontrolled manner. All these factors are a tradeoff among factors such as available Internet bandwith and speed of processors.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the main steps followed by a parallel crawler that uses bulk-synchronous parallelism to process the main operations demanded by the fully asynchronous robot activities. The crucial point here is that overheads due to threads synchronization are completely avoided since concurrency control is not necessary in BSP. Posix semaphores are only needed at the start of each superstep to bring into the BSP domain the jobs placed by the robots. During supersteps these jobs can be processed sequentially in each processor. The bulk-synchronous roundrobin principle can be applied to improve the document response time given by the time elapsed between the instant in which a robot downloads a document and the instant in which this document has been indexed and put in production. This is a critical requirement in crawlers feeding up search engines for news services.
Our experiments focused mainly on showing that the amount of parallelism available on the Web graph allows the generation of a constant stream of jobs that can be injected to the BSP processors in each superstep. We also proposed a strategy to automatically let processors know the amount of parallelism in the Web graph so that schedulers can administer their robots properly.
The results show that site distribution onto the processors is a good strategy that ensures a sufficient amount of locality so as to let robots hosted by the processors work independently downloading Web pages for a long period of time. This enables the use of a large number of robots per processor which reduces the total retrieval time of a given Web sample. The evaluation was effected by using the OPIC page prioritization strategy which has the potential of affecting many other pages located in different sites per downloaded document. Even under this demanding heuristic the observed locality is good enough.
In a real setting the crawling is a process that is performed in a continuous manner along time. That is, the crawler is always downloading documents with no distinction between a Web sample from another. In our experiments we assumed that the crawler was assigned the task of downloading a single sample of a Web, from the first to the last page. For this sample, the results clearly indicate that starting from the superstep number 200 it is convenient to start downloading new versions of pages since from this point onwards an increasing percentage of the robots become idly. These robots can be put to download documents of the next "sample" producing a sort of pipelining among two or more samples, which improves throughput. Thus the imbalance produced in the last part of the crawling of a single Web sample can be completely avoided. This provided that the hashing function that maps from sites to processors changes its values from sample to sample. A trivial solution is to add s mod P to the function values where s is a correlative sample number.
